
100%
ARAMID
- extremely 
light

 Very breathable
and extremly safe

WILDLAND AND 
FOREST FIRE SUIT

OUTBACK



Also available with different 
striping or different outer fabric  
- please contact us for more  
information.

Oberstoff: Nomex (75% meta-Aramid (Nomex) 
23% para-aramid (Kevlar) 2% antistatic) 195g/m2 

Reflective stripes FR: yellow-silver-yellow & silver and yellow

Lining (trousers): Aramid/Viscose FR (50% / 50%) 120g/m2

Standards: EN ISO 13688:2013 - EN ISO 11612:2015
ISO 15384:2018+Amd.1:2021-09 - EN14116:2015

WILDLAND AND FOREST FIRE SUIT
OUTBACK

ONE OF THE LIGHTEST  

OF ITS CLASS

ALSO AVAILABLE AS  

A VARIATION WITH 

INNER LINING

COLOUR VARIATIONS
OUTER FABRIC

COLOUR VARIATIONS OUTER FABRIC



RFID/NFC - TECHNIK UND 
ANWENDUNGSFELDER

RFID/NFC - TECHNIK UND 
ANWENDUNGSFELDER

Novotex-Isomat GmbH:  
Unterm Ohmberg 7, 34431 Marsberg

Tel.:   02992 606-10
Fax:   02992 606-50

info@novotex-isomat.de
www.novotex-isomat.de

PROTECTIVE JACKET

PROTECTIVE TROUSERS

  Visually appealing and individually configurable colour concept

  Ergonomically pre-shaped elbow area

  Optimised wearing comfort due to elasticated waist area

  High freedom of movement in the sleeve and shoulder area

  Connecting zip in the back to attach and fix the trousers to the jacket   
 during operations (protection against flying sparks)

  Radio pocket with non-slip aramid trim and antenna holder

  Torch holder with non-slip aramid trim

  Adjustable arm straps with additional elastic band

  Large set-in breast pocket on right side

  Reflective striping with unusual design and high visibility

  Two large pocket pouches for storage option

  Water and oil repellent outer fabric

  Ergonomically pre-shaped knee area

  Connection zip in the back to attach the trousers to the jacket in use  
 (protection against flying sparks)

  Additional insulated bellow pocket with our SMARTHEAT PROTECTION   
 technology for optimal heat protection for temperature sensitive items  
 (e.g. mobile phone, water bottle etc.).

  Four large volume front patch pockets

  Large patch pocket on the back

  Knee reinforcement

  Button flap for attaching gloves or a water bottle

  Velcro tabs for attaching braces

  Reflective stripes in matching design to the jacket and  high visibility

  Water- and oil-repellent outer fabric


